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	Master the tools and day-to-day practices of music recording and production. Learn the ins and outs of room acoustics and designing a studio. Gain techniques for mic placement and running a session. Get a solid grounding in both theory and industry practice. Modern Recording Techniques, the bestselling, authoritative guide to recording, provides everything you need to improve your craft.


	"If you're serious about recording--whether you're an amateur enthusiast, a student, a musician, or an audio professional, you'll find this book an informative, in-depth, cover-to-cover read and a useful reference manual...an excellent read and a must-have reference book."


	Expanded to include the latest digital audio technology, the eighth edition now has sections on touch technology, tablets, and newer connectivity options, such as Thunderbolt. It also includes revamped graphics throughout, and major updates of the sections covering DAWs, MIDI, and mastering. Whether you are just starting out or are looking for a step-up in the industry, Modern Recording Techniques provides an in-depth read on recording; it is a must-have for your audio bookshelf.
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2-D and 3-D Image Registration: for Medical, Remote Sensing, and Industrial ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Image registration is the process of spatially aligning two or more images of a scene.
This basic capability is needed in various image analysis applications. The alignment
process will determine the correspondence between points in the images, enabling
the fusion of information in the images and the determination of scene...
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Textbook Finance: Leading Financial Professors From the World's Top Business Schools on the Fundamentals All Business Professionals Should Know About FinanceAspatore Books, 2003
Inside the Minds: Textbook Finance is the most  authoritative book ever written on the essentials of finance for the  business professional. Featuring Chairmen of Finance Departments from  some of the nation's leading Business Schools, these pages brim with  insights from those at the height of their profession, who have each  contributed chapters...
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Mountain Timberlines: Ecology, Patchiness, and Dynamics (Advances in Global Change Research)Springer, 2009
This book is published as part of the broad area of research on the changing global climate and its impact on the environment. After an introduction into the complexities of the subject, the history and present state of timberline research are outlined. Chapters on the tree species at timberline and on the relationship of timberline elevation to...
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Patterns of Data Modeling (Emerging Directions in Database Systems and Applications)CRC Press, 2010

	Best-selling author and database expert with more than 25 years of experience modeling application and enterprise data, Dr. Michael Blaha provides tried and tested data model patterns, to help readers avoid common modeling mistakes and unnecessary frustration on their way to building effective data models. Unlike the typical methodology book,...
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Algebraic Specification of Communication Protocols (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science)Cambridge University Press, 2008

	The specifications in this book are the result of a number of case studies performed by
	researchers from the Programming Research Group at the University of Amsterdam.
	The primary goal was to study the use of the techniques developed by the
	Programming Research Group for the specification of real-life protocols. From the
	pool of...
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Introduction to Design Patterns in C++ with Qt (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	I still remember how I first got to know C++ and Qt. It was around 15 years ago while working on my diploma thesis. Most of the development we did at that time was done in Fortran and C. I was working on a Linux system with FVWM as a window manager. One day I read an article about KDE—a cool, new open source project...
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